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Online Appendix. Linear LIML is robust to skew in errors and PK estimator is not
We simulate two data-generating processes. The first complies with (1) in the main text. Credit choice, cf
and cm , is random and uncorrelated across genders. Borrowing propensity, yf and ym , is 0 where credit is
unavailable, and is censored from below at 0 where credit is available. All errors are standard normal:
f ; m ; η; cf ; cm , iid N ð0; 1Þ
pﬃﬃﬃ
o ¼ ðf þ m þ ηÞ= 3
n
o
cf ¼ 1 cf > 0
c m ¼ 1f cm  > 0g
yf ¼ cf f
ym ¼ cm m
n
o
yf ¼ 1 yf > 0  yf


ym ¼ 1 ym > 0  ym
yo ¼ 1  yf þ 1  ym þ o
The parameters of interest are the coefficients in the last line.
The second data-generating process differs only in transforming o after the second line above to
have a χ 2 ð15Þ distribution that is shifted and scaled to keep the mean and variance at 0 and 1. The
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
c.d.f. of the χ 2 ð15Þ distransformation is ðΞ1
15 ðΦðÞÞ  15Þ= 2  15, where Ξ15 ðÞ is the inverse
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tribution and Φ(Þ is the standard normal c.d.f. This gives o a skew of 8=15  0:73, close to the
value reported in Table 3 for the PK replication.
We apply linear LIML and PK’s estimator to 100 simulated data sets of each variety. The linear
LIML regressions instrument yf and ym with cf and cm . The results confirm that, contrary to the
criticism in PK (2012) relating to weak instruments, linear LIML is consistent; and that the PK
estimator is more efficient when its assumptions are satisfied (left half of Table A-1). But when the

normality assumption is violated (right half), the PK estimator is inconsistent. This again contradicts
PK (2012)—or at least answers their argument that no one has proved that their estimator is
inconsistent.

Table A-1. Mean coefficient estimates, 100 simulations, with and without skew in second-stage error
Normal error

PK estimator
Linear LIML

Skewed error

yf

ym

yf

ym

0.996
(0.025)
0.996
(0.046)

0.998
(0.025)
0.990
(0.054)

1.112
(0.030)
0.990
(0.050)

1.124
(0.031)
1.008
(0.054)

True coefficients are 1.0. Standard deviations in parentheses.

